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Boosts Virtual Telecomm’s Industry Expertise

MJS Designs was expanding, but its IT support couldn't keep up. Then it found Copper State Communications.
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MicroCorp hosts an educational event, Ultimate Partner Training, for its partners multiple times
and couldn't find the support it needed with bigger ones.
a year
featuring Open Spectrum, a data center marketplace consulting firm. Open Spectrum
The company required:
provides the lead trainers for this intense classroom experience for partners who want to stay
on top of the industry’s latest trends, technologies, and sales tactics.
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Copper State is now MJS Designs' managed services
provider and complete IT resource. When MJS Designs
needs help, Copper State:
Provides expert advice for added peace of
mind
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Virtual Telecomm is actively working
on deals with large leads as a result
of attending Ultimate Partner Training and
forming a partnership with Open Spectrum.

Dawn Visser, President, MJS Designs
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